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Stock Value Plummets 90% 
Trading Halted at 11:10 AM 

Stock Closes Down  
10% For The Day 
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The Role of Social in a Crisis 

Instigator Accelerant Extinguisher 

@dallaslawrence 
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Social Continues to Evolve and Grow 

Twitter: 500 million + 
users, 70% outside 
the U.S. 

Facebook: 1 
billion+ active 
users, 80% 
outside the U.S. 
and Canada 

YouTube: 4 billion 
videos viewed per day 
and 800 million 
unique users monthly 

@dallaslawrence 
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79% OF Companies believe they are only 12 months from a 
crisis – over 50% think this will happen in the digital space 

Global 

Controversial company developments 50% 

Online or digital security failure  47% 

Logistic difficulties 47% 
Intense regulatory scrutiny of your product or 
company 45% 

Critical or negative new media campaigns 43% 

Danger to product safety 42% 
Technical accidents  40% 
Intense political scrutiny of your product or 
company 40% 

Criminal actions 33% 
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Inability to respond effectively is the biggest issue 
facing companies in crisis online 
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Digital crisis plans are only held by a third of 
businesses 
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Who’s In Charge? 

1/3 of 
companies 

surveyed have  
no one 
in charge of 
social media

 

@dallaslawrence 
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1. Overwhelming majority of companies know when their next 

crisis will occur (less than 12 month) 
 

2. They know where it will likely occur (online) 
 

3. They know they are not prepared to address it and they know 
why (inability to respond) 
 

4. They have no plan to respond. 
 

5. No one is in charge.  
 
 

The Perfect Storm 
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Lesson 1: Know & Engage Key Conversation Drivers 
Early & Often 
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IKEA: Crisis Drives Conversation 

70% of 
conversation on 
Twitter  

@dallaslawrence 
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Influencers: Indentify Those Most Likely to Impact 
Conversation 

493,878 followers 
“IKEA's Saudi Arabia catalog erases women." 
BBC http://bit.ly/P72wC7  

 

365,803 followers 
IKEA removes women from 2012 Saudi Arabian IKEA 
cataloghttp://9gag.com/gag/5502143?ref=t … vía @9GAG 
 

456,107 followers 
Ikea removes all women from it's Saudi 
catalogue!http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/ikea 

498,768 followers 
RT @iMDRW: Wow! IKEA Regrets Women Erased From Saudi 
Catalog http://abcn.ws/Sh9oxP  

@dallaslawrence 

http://t.co/iAM3eHKJ
http://t.co/iAM3eHKJ
http://t.co/iAM3eHKJ
https://twitter.com/9GAG
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/ikea
http://abcn.ws/Sh9oxP%C2%A0
http://abcn.ws/Sh9oxP%C2%A0
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“All of the people should be  

Executed  
with piano wire around their neck.” 

Lesson 2: Actively Monitor Not Just Your 
Reputation But the Activities of Your Protagonist(s) 

@dallaslawrence 
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Lesson 2: Actively Monitor Not Just Your 
Reputation But the Activities of Your Protagonist(s) 

@dallaslawrence 
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Lesson 3: Avoid The Information Vacuum – It Sucks  

@dallaslawrence 
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Don’t Be 
This Guy 

Lesson 4: Develop Clear, Effective and Platform 
Appropriate Messaging 

@dallaslawrence 
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IN OTHER WORDS: Be Where Your Crisis is 
Happening 

@dallaslawrence 
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Lesson 5: Own Your Brand in Social… 
Before Someone Else Does 

@dallaslawrence 
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“I routinely track down potential interviews 
by sending out a Tweet. Most recently, we 

came across a number of Toyota car 
owners who fell under the recent recalls.”  

 
—Chris O‘Conell  

ABC News Anchor / Reporter 

Lesson 6: Social Media Relations 

@dallaslawrence 
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Journalists are Using Twitter 

Facebook 
 

Twitter 
 

LinkedIn 
 

Blogger you know 
 

Other social media sites 
 

Bloggers you don’t know 
 

Corporate spokespeople 
 

PR agencies 
 

Conversations with  
Industry insiders 

 
Other 

46% of Journalists use Twitter for sources 

@dallaslawrence 
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“And justice has won.” 

• @Boston_Police confirm capture of second suspect on Twitter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

@dallaslawrence 

The Associated Press runs a story moments 
later titled, “Justice has won” 
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Total: 511,666  Twitter followers 

Lesson 7: People Not Logos 

@dallaslawrence 
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[     ] 
1 Million+ 

YouTube Videos Tweeted Every Day 

Lesson 8: Integration Is Key 

@dallaslawrence 
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Lesson 9: Be Sure You Know What You Are Talking 
About 

@dallaslawrence 
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Lesson 10: When You Blow It, Own Up To It Quickly 

@dallaslawrence 
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60 Seconds, Thousands of Tweets, A Million Views 
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Lesson 11: When All Else Fails, Don’t Forget Humor 

@dallaslawrence 
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• Story Published 
• Promoted Tweets 

Campaign Launched 

• Campaign ends: 
- 297,000 Impressions 
- 2,313 Clicks 

Lesson 12: Integrate Paid And Earned 

@dallaslawrence 
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3/4s of 
posts 

contain 
potentially 
actionable 

product 
improvement 

insights
 

Lesson 13: Make Some Lemonade 

@dallaslawrence 
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“Before, it would have 
taken us months and 
months to figure out if 
something was wrong 
with the product 
through returns, if we 
ever would have known 
at all” 

– Steve Fuller 
L.L. Bean's Chief Marketing Officer 
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Lesson 14: If You Are In Business Today, You Are In 
The Business of Data 

61% 
of compliance 
professionals 

believe they are 
either somewhat 
or very likely to 

have a data 
breach

 

@dallaslawrence 
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Lesson 14.5 – In a Breach Don’t Become the Villain 

“One of the frustrating things about the entire 
incident is that Sony has been extremely 

unclear about whether users' credit cards 
were stolen.  In all of its statements it 
adopted ambiguous legal language-

esque passages, which while not saying 
the cards numbers were stolen, also did not 
rule out the possibility.” 
 
 …”Sony is facing pressure from 
politicians about its failure to clarify the 
situation to the public.  Connecticut Senator 
Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn.) sent a letter to 
Sony on Tuesday demanding that it clarify 
whether or not credit cards were stolen.  In the 
letter he says he will call on the U.S. Attorney 
General, Eric Holder, to probe whether or not 
Sony should be held criminally or civilly 

liable for losing its customers personal 
information, including, potentially, financial 
records.” 
 
 

http://www.dailytech.com/Top+Democrat+Demands+Answers+From+Sony+About+Possible+Credit+Card+Theft/article21478.htm
http://www.dailytech.com/Top+Democrat+Demands+Answers+From+Sony+About+Possible+Credit+Card+Theft/article21478.htm
http://blumenthal.senate.gov/
http://blumenthal.senate.gov/
http://blumenthal.senate.gov/press/release/index.cfm?id=6016D985-72A9-4386-8D22-4A883A4A5661
http://www.justice.gov/ag/
http://www.justice.gov/ag/
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Lesson 15: Have Clear Employee Rules And 
Training for Social Engagement 

@dallaslawrence 
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Lesson 16: Don’t Forget Your Secret Weapon 

Your 
Employees 
can be your most 

powerful allies 
online…if you 

engage and arm 
them in time

 

@dallaslawrence 
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Approaching Crisis: Product Recall 

• In 2012 a major manufacturer initiated a recall of children’s medicine 
in the US.  

• Once the recall was announced news quickly gained traction online as 
more than 10,250 social media posts occurred about the recall 
after the press release hit the wires 

24 
hours 

48 
hours 

72 
hours 1 week 

Volume over time 
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Fast Action Before and During the Crisis 

1. Reclaimed and branded the product twitter handle  

2. Established and branded a second corporate account unbranded to 
the product 

3. Created Twitter content that was pre-approved by legal and 
regulatory entities  

4. Developed negative keyword search engine marketing campaign  

5. Developed “How To” videos in English and Spanish; posted to 
YouTube 

6. Established real time monitoring and engagement team 

7. Sent more than 320 tweets engaging with key influencers the first 48 
hours 
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Well-received Responses from Influentials 

• 1/3 of engaged 
Twitter Influentials 
re-tweeted content 

• +19,500 YouTube 
Video Views w/ 
more than 1/3 of  
sourced from 
social media 

• 260,000+ twitter 
users reached 

 

90,487 followers 

4,341 followers 

45,661 followers 

• Many mommy bloggers, physicians, children’s charities, and others thanked the 
company for its engagement efforts 

• Numerous blogs and news sites, in both English and Spanish, included the “How To” 
videos in their coverage helping to minimize confusion and re-assure audiences 
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You work for a large B2C company with a significant online sales division 
and your team just discovered that your website has been hacked. The 
hacker has not only breached your security, they have deliberately 
crashed your site.  
 
You immediately realize that your internal security protocols have failed 
and old customer records that had been forgotten and archived in less 
secure areas were potentially exposed. At least 20,000 credit card 
numbers from customers from every state linked with names and other 
personally identifiable information were potentially exposed. The media 
has begun calling wondering why your site is down.  
 
It is 2pm Pacific on Friday of a holiday weekend. Tens of thousands of 
consumers may have been exposed; credit cards may need to be 
cancelled, it is a holiday weekend, and reporters are now calling.   
 

Reputation Team Exercise 
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Bloggers are beginning to report a massive rash of email hackings via 
stolen passwords. Facebook pages, banking accounts and a number of 
other online accounts for consumers start to fall in a coordinated hack. 
An anonymous hacker takes credit for the coordinated attack and says 
all customers of your company will share in the same fate.  

It immediately becomes clear that PII was breached and thousands 
of consumers on a holiday weekend are in danger.   

Breaking news: 


